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Neo scavenger crafting clothes

In: Edit Share A dogman's fur coat is basically a skin taken from slain dogmen and worn like a coat. It fits the tunic/coat slot on the bust and covers all other clothing below. The fur deteriorates more slowly than many other items of clothing and will last longer than a patchwork hide-and-seek tunic before it
completely deteriorates, but it cannot be disassembled and made again to repair it. Effects[edit | change source] Protection from moderate/low damage (?) Very effective in protecting characters from low temperatures. In fact, just wear the coat to keep the character from Hypothermia. It heats up the
characters so well that wearing other clothes with it can cause sweating and overheating. Lower the morale of smart opponents, making them more likely to escape or surrender. By obtaining this element[edit | edit source] The mantle can only be obtained by skinned a Dogman with capture ability. Flesh
and hideout from the dogman's corpse (8 small and 7 medium pieces of meat, 1 dogman's fur) 1.00 dogman corpse (1) Properties and uses of the recipe[edit | source modification] Kindling: Medium bonfire (on) (1) Small bonfire (friction) (1) Small bonfire (lit. (lit. (1) The contents of the coat craft
community are available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Edit Share Hoodies is a neo scavenger clothing item that can be equipped with the torso of the character over the shirts and under the coat. Hoodies can be found lying on the ground, during scavenging (usually in urban areas), or fallen
from human enemies. Although a hoodie is equipped with a hood, it can not be used in any way. Effects[edit | edit source] Increases the level of comfort, helps prevent chills or freezing to death. It has a single 2x3 grid pocket for storing items. Varieties[edit | edit source] Neo Scavenger currently has only
a variety of hoodies. Properties and uses of recipes[edit | edit source] Medium, Absorbant, Non-Rigid, Non-Springy Sheet: Medium Fire Fuel: Medium Campfire (lit) (1) Medium Campfire (stoked) (1) Small or Medium, Non-Rigid Sheet: Containers Shirts Community content is available under CC-BY-SA
unless otherwise stated. Edit Share to: Edit community content of items that can be created in share coat is available in CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted. Note: This should only be used to report spam, advertising, and problematic posts (harassment, fighting, or rude). In: Medical, Crafting Ingredients
Edit Share Rags are small pieces of cloth that can be used as medical supplies or work items. They stack at 10 and take a 2x3 grid. Types[edit | edit source] Dirty Rags[edit | edit source] Dirty rags are common items found in shacks, areas and suburban areas. They can also be purchased by tearing off
various items of clothing (such as jeans, shirts, etc.) Clean rags[edit | edit source] Clean rags are less common than dirty rags and are rarely found in urban places and shacks. They are also found inside first aid kits, or can be done by sterilizing dirty rags. Usage[edit | edit source] In addition to ingredients,
rags can be used alone. As clean rags are used, their condition goes down and turns into dirty rags once they reach 0% of the conditions. Protection against airborne diseases[edit | edit source] Rags, both clean and dirty, can be worn as a raw face mask for limited protection against airborne diseases
such as Blue Rot and Smallpox. Since there is only a 33% chance that rags will work on a given turn, this method should not be invoked. Wearing a gas mask with a working filter is a much better solution. Bandages[edit | edit source] Rags can be applied to wounds to stop bleeding. Clean rags are
obviously preferable as they do not cause infections. Dirty rags should only be used when the character is in danger of bleeding to death. Crafting[edit | edit source] Clothes rags (5 dirty rags, 5 small strings and twine) 0.10 clean boiled rags 0.20 Water (any) (1) Water (sterilized) Water (infected, sterilized)
Clean boiled rags x2/x3 0.40 - 0.60 Large fire retardant, waterproof container (1, T) Water (any) (1) Water Water (sterilized) Water (infected) Water (poisoned, sterilized) Disinfected rags 0.05 Liquid disinfectant (1) Properties and uses of recipes[edit | edit source] Kindling: Medium bonfire (on) (1) Small
bonfire (friction) (1) Small bonfire (on) (1) Small, Absorbent, Non-rigid sheet: Clean boiled rags (1-3) Disinfected rags (1) Small, Flammable and non-rigid sheet: Raw flashing (1, R) Quality torchia (1, R) Small lit (unlit): Small or Medium, Flexible, Non-food object: Wide lance (1 , R) Shiv Glass (1, R) Rough
Spler (2 , R) Small or medium non-rigid sheet: see also[edit | edit source] The content of the medical creation ingredients community is available in CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Edit Share Shirts are clothing that can be equipped with the player's torso under the tunic and sweatshirts. Shirts can be
found lying on the ground, during scavenging (usually in urban areas), as loot from an NPC or at the Junk Market. Shirts will increase the player's level of comfort and help prevent hypothermia and freezing to death. Three shirts of any type can be worn at the same time. There are six common types of t-
shirts: the famous 3 Dog Moon t-shirt is a rare find. Legend has it that it brings the wearer closer to the beasts of the wilderness. Whether the legend is true or false, wearing the shirt will surely impress some of the friendliest looters. Black and grey shirts have longer sleeves and are warmer than their
short-sleeved counterparts. The Dress although technically not a shirt, it essentially works like any t-shirt, except that it will always appear on top of other shirts worn at the same time. Properties and uses of recipes[edit | edit source] Kindling: Medium bonfire (on) (1) Small bonfire (friction) (1) Small
bonfire (on) (1) Medium, Absorbent, Non-rigid, Non-elastic sheet: Small or medium sheet, not rigid: community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise indicated. Change clothing clothing objects that can be worn, whether on the legs, torso, feet, hands or head. In the case of bust cover,
different items of clothing can be layered for additional protection/effect. All articles (9) community content are available in CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. in: Edit Share Coat Createable Objects community content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. in: Gameplay, Crafting, Update
Needed Edit Share Crafting in NEO Scavenger involves combining various ingredients (objects, skills, and tools) on the creation screen to create new objects. This can be done with or without paper-making recipes. Because v0.971b elements are listed by their properties. A single element can have
multiple properties, and multiple elements can have the same property. For example, the middle branch of the tree has the average properties, fire fuel, flammable, rigid, shaft, elastic and tannin source; while twigs and bark have small properties, kindling, rigid parts and tannin source as well. Therefore,
multiple combinations are possible to achieve the same final result. For example: a torch made using a crowbar instead of a tree branch will still be as if it was made with a branch, but the game resembles the ingredients used and the crowbar can be recovered later. Some items used in the creation will
be consumed, while others can be used multiple times (usually with a loss of condition). Creation recipes can be found in the game world or learned by experimenting. Either way, the recipe is added to your known recipe list once it's successfully picked up or made. Some recipe notes on this page:
Recipes marked with (R) can be reversed. Elements marked with (T) are used as tools; this means that they are not consumed in the creation process, but in most recipes their duration is reduced. Tools and abilities are needed to reverse recipes, unless otherwise indicated. The center column shows the
number of moves (or partial displacements) required for creation. Move the cursor over the properties or click the small arrow to see a list of all items with this property. Small bonfire (lit. 0.10 Small bonfire (friction) 0.25 Small bonfire off (2 handfuls of ash) 0.01 Small flame and heat source (1) Medium
bonfire (on) 0.25 Medium bonfire (powered) 0.25 Small flame and heat source (1) Medium bonfire off (small bonfire, 2 Handfuls of Ashes) 0.01 Rough Torche (R) 0.10 Raw Torche (lit) (R*) (* Only the average tree can be recovered) 0.10 Medium mating shaft (unlit) (1) Quality torche (R) 0.15 Quality
Torche (ltt) (R*) (* Only medium can be recovered) 0.15 Medium quality shaft with coupling (unlit) (1) Sterilized water (boiled) 0.20 Water (non-chemical) (1) Water (sterilized) Water (infected) Sterilized water (boiled) x2/x3 0.40 - 0.60 Large fire retardant, Waterproof container (1, T) Water (non-chemical)
(2-3) Water (sterilized) Water (infected) Sterilized water (pill) 0.10 Water (non-chemical) (1) Water Water (sterilized) Water (infected) Water purification pill (1) (1) Water 0.01 Water Tester (1, T) Water (unidentified) (1) Water Water (infected) water (poisoned, sterilized) Water (sterilized) Tannin tea (bark
tea) 0.20 Source of tannin (1) Water (non-chemical) (1) Water water (sterilized) Water (infected) Small corpse meat (1 small piece of meat) 0.25 Small corpse (1) Meat and hiding place from small hairy corpse (1 small piece of meat, 1 small animal skin) 0.25 small hairy corpse (1) medium meat, Hairy
corpse (3 small and 3 medium pieces of meat, 5 small pieces of skin) 1.00 medium, hairy corpse (1) flesh and hiding place from medium hairy corpse (5 small and 4 medium pieces of meat, 10 small pieces of skin) 1.00 medium hairy corpse (1) Large corpse meat (8 small and 7 medium pieces of meat)
1.00 large corpse (1) corpse of dogman Enfield horror corpse humanoid corpse meat (8 small and 7 average pieces of (human)) meat 1.00 large (human) corpse (1) big meat, hairy corpse (8 small and 7 medium pieces of meat, 15 small pieces of fur) 1.00 large, hairy corpse (1) flesh and hiding place
from the dogman's corpse (8 small and 7 medium pieces of meat, 1 dogman's fur) 1.00 dogman corpse (1) roast meat on a stick 0.20 small fresh meat (1) small pieces of meat aged on bonfire 0.25 ash (1) small fresh meat (1) roast meat on a stick (medium) 0.40 medium, Fresh meat (1) Average meat
seasoned on bonfire 0.50 Ashes (2) Medium, Fresh meat (1) Boiled clean rags 0.20 Water (any) (1) Water (sterilized) Water (infected) Water (infected) Water (boiled poison, sterilized) Clean boiled rags x2/x3 0.40 - 0.60 Large fire retardant, waterproof container (1 , T) Water (any) (1) Water (sterilized)
Water (infected) Water (poisoned) Water (poisoned), sterilized) Disinfected rags 0.05 Liquid disinfectant (1) Rough splints (R) 0.15 Glass Shiv (R) 0.005 Small fragile fragile sharp portable (1) Sharp lance 0.50 Hardened Lance 1.00 [ ] Any combat ability (melee/remote) Wide Lance (R*) (* Combat ability
and sharp edge not necessary for disassembly) 1.00 [ ] Any combat ability (melee/remote) small sharp rigid edge with dot (1) slingshot (R) 0.20 medium wire (2) arc: greenwood (R*) (* ability at a distance and sharp edge not necessary for disassembly) 1.00 Medium wire (1) Arc: Composed with strap (R)
0.01 Compound arc (1) Medium wire (1) Arrow: Raw piercing (R*) (* Ability at a distance and sharp edge not necessary for disassembly) 1.00 Small sharp point (1) Small elastic sheet (3) Arrow : Wide head prudge (R*) (* Remote skill and sharp edge not required for disassembly) 1.00 Small rigid sharp
edge with dot (1) small elastic sheet (3) shotgun with strap (R) 0.01 12 caliber shotgun (1) 12 caliber shotgun with medium wire (1) Philip's Head Screwdriver (1, T) small mechanical parts (2) military shotgun with belt (R) 0.01 SBS4 rifle (1) SBS4 rifle SBS4 rifle with medium wire strap (1) philip head
screwdriver (1, T) Small mechanical parts (2) .308 Rifle with strap (R) 0.10 .308 Rifle, no viewfinder, no strap (1) medium wire (1) Philip's head screwdriver (1, T) small mechanical mechanical parts .308 Rifle with viewfinder (R) 0.10 .308 Rifle, no viewfinder, no strap (1) philip's head screwdriver (1, T)
small mechanical parts (2) .308 Rifle with viewfinder and strap (R) 0.20 .308 Rifle, without viewfinder, without strap (1) medium wire (1) Philip's head screwdriver (1, T) small mechanical parts (4) .308 rifle with strap, Add a viewfinder (R) 0.10 .308 Tied , without viewfinder (1) Philip's head screwdriver (1, T)
Small mechanical parts (2) .308 Rifle with viewfinder, Add a strap (R) 0.10 .308 Scoped, without strap (1) medium wire (1) Filippor's head screwdriver (1, T) Small Mechanical Parts (2) Miscellanious Gauss Rifle Battery 0.00 Pliers(1) Philips-Head Screwdriver(1) Sharp edge(1) Electrician Ability(1) Small
Mechanical Parts(12) Laptop Battery(1) Gameplay Crafting Update Required Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Noticed.
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